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ROTC trains on new field
By Emily Davis
News writer

Bush names Miers
as best candidate
President Bush stands
firm on his original position
that Harriet Miers is the
“best-qualified candidate” for
the current Supreme Court
opening, according to the
Associated Press.
His choice of Miers
dominated a news conference,
with Bush struggling to please
his political base without
giving Democrats ammunition
to block her confirmation.
“1know her character,”
he said. “She’s a woman of
principle and deep conviction.
She shares my philosophy that
judges should strictly interpret
the laws and the Constitution
of the United States, and not
legislate from the bench.”
Bush’s
nomination
of Miers, his own former
personal attorney, has brought
on Democratic accusations of
‘cronyism’.

‘Chick flick’defined
in new dictionary
’Chick flick,’ and
‘brain freeze’ are among
18 new entries in the latest
edition of Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary, reports
by the Associated Press.
The new words reflect
developments in American
society. Now readers can
answer burning questions such
as, “What is a ‘cybrarian’?” (a
person who finds, collects, and
manages information available
on the Internet,)
“We have editors
who spend a part of each
day reading magazines and
newspapers,
looking
for
evidence of how words are
being more commonly used,”
said John Morse, MerriamWebster’s
president
mid
publisher. “We’re looking for
words that show up in the
contexts that the average adult
might encounter.”

Members of Olivet’s
Army ROTC program have
high expectations for the
2005-2006 school year after
a summer full of changes
in location, leadership and
training practices.
Formerly located in
the Burke Administration
building, this summer the
department relocated to Fortin
Villa, a large instructional
facility across from the ONU
campus. The Olivet ROTC
cadets have, in the past, always
traveled to Wheaton College
every week for their training,
but now instruction takes place
locally.
“The land we have
now is definitely a part of the
new program,” Maj. Jason
Creek said. “Now that we
don’t have to travel to a host
school, it’s ... huge cost and
time savings.”
Creek
served
in
the Illinois Army National
Guard for 22 years and joined
the Olivet ROTC cadre, or
instructional staff, as an Ju n io r Kevin Sandell addresses his ROTC peers at th e field O livet bought behind Fortin
associate professor of military V illa , a large fa c ility located on Kennedy D rive."W e used to be stu ck in a sm all b uild 
science this past summer. ing fo r class and an even sm aller area, a fo o tb all fie ld , fo r train in g . Now at Fortin V illa,
He attributes the growth and w e've got a 3-story b uild ing and 22 acres to play w ith ,"sa id San d ell.
success of the program to the
programs in the nation by the of the program and the cadets abilities,” Creek said.
hard work of all involved.
The Bravo Company
“This program has National Order of Founders that move on to lead in the
and
Patriots
of
America.
The
active army.
is a combination of Lewis
grown so significantly due in
battalion
is
“ROTC is an amazing University and Olivet students.
large part to
the interest "The land we have c o m p r i s e d opportunity to grow as a Of the 55 students in the
of
students person and leader,” Wadsworth company, 41 are from Olivet.
that has been now is definitely
from
Olivet, said. “With the battalion being This surge in enrollment has
generated
W h e a t o n hosted by a Christian school also caused the military science
through the a part of the new
hard work of program. Now that College, Lewis it’s focused on building godly department to look for a new
U n i v e r s i t y , officers with Christian morals home base of operations.
Maj. [Bill]
we
don't
have
to
North Central and ethics.”
The expansion leaves
Geasa and
College,
Those
currently many, including Creek, with
his
staff, travel to a host
B e n e d i c t i n e enrolled in the Army ROTC great expectations .for the
as well as school, it's... huge
University and program see the benefits of the ROTC program in years to
our
great
senior class. costs and time sav- the University successful program not only in come.
of St. Francis.
the expansion of the cadre, but
“We have a strong
Individuals ings.
T h e
also in the expansion of offered senior class that has passed
want to be
R o l l i n g
their knowledge on to the
military science courses.
a part of a
» MAJ. JASON CREEK
T
h
u
n
d
e
r
“Enrollment
has freshman, sophomore and
nationally
Battalion is also practically doubled, and with junior classes,” Creek said.
r a n k e d
the only battalion in the nation the addition of new cadre, we “Hopefully this will help the
program,” Creek said.
to
be hosted by a Christian were able to add a Leadership program continue to grow, and
Olivet students are
course
which with each year, become more
part of the Rolling Thunder university, which, according to Reaction
Battalion, which is currently 2nd Lt. Luke Wadsworth, has helps with team bonding successful.”
ranked first of 272 ROTC contributed to both the success and strengthens leadership
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Olivet’s
campus
recycling program was not
implemented at the start of the
fall semester as scheduled, due
to delays, but administrators
hope to see results by the
spring semester.
An
Olivet
environmental science class
began organizing a campus
wide recycling program last
year and said that it would go
into effect for the fall 2005
semester.
Matt Whitis, director
of the Physical Plant, then
made some arrangements
with the hauler who agreed
to pick up the pre-separated
recyclables at the beginning of
this fall.
However,
when
students returned to campus
this year, no bins were in

sight, causing confusion for of the county, raising the cost
students. Some had already of hauling.
The
program’s
begun saving materials.
Sophomore Meg Hall organizers, however, have not
said, ““I am upset that they given up. Biology professor
have not started the recycling Randy Johnson, a leader
program. If they say they are in the effort, said, “We are
going to do something, they striving to find some workable,
solutions.”
should do it.”
According to Webb,
Vice President for
Student Development Walter the initial cost of the program
“Woody” Webb responded to will be a few thousand dollars
concerns, Saying the university and “a one-time investment that
has not yet found recycling will last for several years.”
There will be little
containers that fit the needs
of the program. Containers savings to the university in the
considered have not provided long run because companies
sufficient slots to distinguish that haul away recycled items
different types of recyclables. incur their own additional costs
He also noted that local and, as a result, do not pay for
recyclerS won’t accept some items such as aluminum or
items the university hopes plastic.
Webb says the benefits
to collect, such as aluminum
cans and different types of will outweigh the costs.
“It
demonstrates
plastic. Therefore, materials
would have to be shipped out our commitment to be good

Public Safety brainstorms
bike, car parking solutions
By Jen n y G raves
News editor

A concerned student
emailed Director of Public
Safety Craig Bishop, raising
the issue of overcrowded
bike racks and lack of vehicle
parking.
The student, senior
Jessica, Allison, wrote, “This
fall has seen an influx of bikes
on campus. Racks everywhere
are overflowing. If a student
can get his bike into a rack,
he can’t back it out due to
MM*

the bikes parked in the grass
near the racks. Bikes fall on
students, causing injuries.
•Bikes fall on other bikes,
damaging gears and handle
bars. Not everyone can lock
his or her bike, which leads to
bike theft. The scene outside
each building is an eyesore of
bikes dumped haphazardly in
. the grass.”
Bishop says, however,
that there have been no reports
of injury and that Public Safety
is “seeking to improve parking

LETTER SUBM ISSIO N

The GlimmerGlass en
courages readers to re
spond through letters to
the editor. For publication,
letters m ust be signed and
sent to G lim m erG lass,
Box 6024. The editor re
serves the right to edit let
ters for content, style, and
length. Publication is not
guaranteed. Further inqui
ries may be addressed by
calling the GlimmerGlass
office at campus exten
sion 5315.

stewards of our natural
resources, and ... it helps to
create a pattern that we hope
students will continue after
their time at Olivet.”
Recycling bins will
likely be placed near trash
bins in hopes to convenience
students and campus custodial
staff. As a result, students will
be encouraged to separate
recyclables from trash before
dumping into bins.
Webb
said
the
program’s success will depend
on how willing students are to
participate. As Johnson told
the GlimmerGlass last spring,
“There is already an interest [in
a campus recycling program];
we just have to make it part of
the culture.”
Once all obstacles are
overcome, the program will
begin by the spring semester,
according to Webb.

issues related to vehicles and location of sewer mains and
bicycles on a daily basis.”
drains.
Anticipating a need
Allison
suggested
for more bicycle racks this implementing parking meters,
semester,
the
university but this is unlikely to happen
purchased 42 new ones, a because it will call for
number they thought sufficient. increased enforcement, for
Racks were delivered to the those who refuse to pay, and
campus in August to offer possibly a gate. However, it is
students “proper equipment still an option.
to park, lock and in some
“My concern ... is the
locations store their bicycles,” cost to install the controlled
according to Bishop.
entrance/exit
curbing
in
That number proved addition
to
equipment
insufficient so. the university material and maintenance. It
recently ordered 15 additional would require years of 25
racks. Bishop, however, told cent charges to recover such
Allison, “Even with multiple cost to the university. ... My
bicycle racks in a given area, other concern is that the ...
bicycles could be placed future Centennial Chapel, if
against or behind other bicycles located in the area south of
and cause the same issue that University Avenue, will create
you have addressed.”
an atmosphere of beauty that
Estimating the number could be negatively impacted
of racks needed is difficult for by a parking lot that has meters
Public Safety given that Bishop or control gates.”
estimates there are at least twice
Bishop
said
he
as many unregistered bikes as welcomes
student
input
are registered, a disadvantage and is pleased that Allison
to students who want to protect voiced her concerns.
He
their bikes from theft.
hopes such parking problems
Bishop also noted that will be discussed in the
expanding and building lots Student Senate, who can
for vehicles is not as simple as work with Public Safety
it may seem, considering the to find feasible solutions.

itu d e n t senate m et fo r the first tim e on Thursday, Sept.
29 in W isner A ud ito riu m . A p p ro xim ately three-fo u rths
of th e senators w ere p resent. Freshm an class p resid ent
an Cole introduced th e fo ur co m m ittees and eig ht
;u b-co m m ittees. Each class p resid en t su p ervises tw o
:o m m itte es. Senators w ill com e to g eth er approxim ately
ance a m onth to d iscu ss the issues p ertaining to th e ir
:o m m itte e. T h e y w ill vo te on issues and m ake detailed
Across from Burke Administration
121 S.Main Street Bourbonnais

a la n so f actio n .
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Movies by
moonlight

Imago Dei: Yearbook
as God's sketchbook

By Katie Nichols
Variety writer

By Alexis Cluver
Variety writer

view movies on the TVs in the
Junior Aurora editor
The warm Indian lobbies of the resident halls.
Sarah
Parisi
has chosen the
The
change
got
mixed
summer nights at Olivet have
theme
Imago
Dei, which
drawn out a new crowd this responses from students last
year. It’s a crowd that likes year, but now some students means “Image of God” for
to inhabit secluded places are branching out and using the 2005-2006 yearbook. The
around campus, gathered on a new technology to enjoy book’s- theme centers on a
monochromatic color scheme,
blanket around an illuminated movies together.
and a Latin theme reflecting
According
to
Darrell
picture, with only the moon to
the artwork of Leonardo da
Grant,
National
Account
light their area and their eyes
focused on the screen before Executive for Residence Life Vinci.
The book will appear
Cinema, this trend is legal
them.
as
a
sketchbook
that will
under
the
law.
These students have
“It’s legal in an airport represent the perfect artwork
fashioned a new fad on campus:
for
me
to
pull out my laptop and of Christ in conjunction with
watching movies outside on
watch
a
movie
and even slide our student body that in turn
laptops, in places like adjacent
it over for the is his ultimate “project”. The
to the gazebo,
stranger next book will display only select
outside Wisner "It's fun, and you
to
me to enjoy colors and all pictures will be
and near a
can
get
people
as
well,” in black and white to fit the
dorm.
Grant said. feel of an old sketchbook.
“ I n on a blanket on a
When Parisi became
“If we were
high school,
nice
night
hanging
the
yearbook
editor for the
putting it up
we
always
on a screen 2005-2006 school year she
w a t c h e d out."
for anyone felt God calling her to more
movies
on
in
the airport than a position that would
laptops, so it » ANNETTE BEECHAMP
to walk by implement her artistic talent
was something FRESHMAN
and watch, and managerial skills. She
I already did,”
that wouldn’t looked at the position as a
freshman
be okay. It’s ministry opportunity among
Annette
the
same
situation
outside. her staff members, and to the
Beechamp said.
It
comes
down
to
the
intent world around her that would
This new trend seemed
to emerge at the beginning of of the viewer and if they’re become the audience of her
this year and has continued due showing it for a small group or work.
She speaks of the
to the warm weather Olivet has for anyone that is passing by.”
Kathy
Jewell, yearbook as more than just
been experiencing lately.
“It’s fun and you can Associate Dean of Community a memento students will
get people on a blanket on Life, said in last year’s take with them as they leave
a nice night hanging out,” GlimmerGlass that Olivet Olivet, and shares her vision
Beechamp said. “It feels good responded to this new law by that it might be a tool used to
to be outside and get fresh air. adding a new movie channel, minister the image of Christ to
Plus not everyone is walking Channel 10, that features everyone who looks at it.
“I wanted to create a
by and watching us. It’s different films every month
book
that
not only shares the
that
are
picked
by
Community
more private and more room.
Olivet school year with others,
Normally we try to find a quiet Life.
“We’ll watch Channel but a book that shares Christ
place to go.”
Beechamp said that 10 in our rooms with girls, and what he has done in our
since her group of friends is but if we want to spend time lives throughout the year,”
a mixed group they needed with guys, we go outside,” says Sarah about her personal
goal for this year’s edition of
somewhere to go where they, Beechamp said.
The
Aurora.
would be obeying the rules
While this decision
and not taking up space in the
has
nothing
to do with a lack
lobby.
of
funds,
the
money b'eing
Last year, a new policy
restricted campus
movie
viewing in public places. The
Federal Copyright Act governs
how copyrighted materials
may be used in public places.
Car running rough?
Simply put, the law means that
a license is required to show
Check Engine light on?
movies in public places on a
See Larry Nottke
college campus, like lobbies,
Certified
Electrical Specialist
lounges or hallways, to large
groups of people.
937-9281
Olivet began enforcing
this law, making it illegal to

Joe s Automotive Inc

560 S. Washington, Kankakee

saved on color will be used for failed to recognize in the midst
a special cover, as well as high of such controversy about the
quality matte finished pages black and white photos is the
to get the look of parchment greater purpose behind the
decision»
paper.
As the yearbook
The decision for the
entire boook to be in black and captures this year at Olivet,
white ignited a controversy Parisi wants it to also represent
among the senior class, who the student body in the image
traditionally get their photos of Christ.
Throughout the book
in color.
One positive of having she hopes the layout will
all black and white photos is show an evident relation from
the book as a whole will last what Christ sees in us and has
much longer and the pictures done through us to what those
will not fade as do color viewing it will see.
Although the theme’s
photos.
From
an
artistic overall look will be much
standpoint, a chunk of color different than previous years,
photos in the midst of a black she describes her ideas with
and white layout would simply such passion that her overall
challenge is indeed for the
look tacky.
“A lot of the seniors student body to look at life
were disappointed with the differently.
Christ is the ultimate
decision of black and white
pictures, and it would have creator and perfect artist, Parisi
been nice to know before we explained. To be like him is
had the pictures taken,” senior our ultimate goal, and Parisi is
Whitney Koehl said.
striving to capture this idea.
What some have
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Facebook: Are you addicted?
By Alexis Cluver
Variety writer

I walk through the
quad and catch the glance
of a somewhat familiar face
smiling at me. Walking on by
with a slight nod I contemplate
his identity and try to place
the status of our friendship.
Are we even friends, or just
acquaintances? Maybe we
have a class together. No, but
where have I seen that face
before?
• ■'
And then the words
I’ve become much to familiar
with pop into my head.
“Joe Somebody has
requested to ‘add you as a
friend, but before we can do
that, you must confirm that
you are, in fact, friends with
Joe.” "
It’s then that I realized
why he’s so familiar: we’re
Facebook friends! Suddenly
I realize I know every useless
fact about the kid, including his
relationship status, hometown,
and musical preference, not to
mention his favorite quote. And
while we’ve only met once and
hardly had a conversation to
speak of, he’s posted messages
on my wall, read every detail of
my own profile, and “poked”
me a few times.
So now you have
it...my deepest darkest secret.
No, I’m not a stalker; I’m just
another victim of the campus
wide phenomenon known as
Facebook.
What originated as
an online directory geared for
university students has quickly

spread in popularity becoming the users can have fun with and
more of an addiction for most. use how they’d like. In a matter
For those concerned of months the phenomenon has
with
practicality,
there taken over the daily lives of
is a purpose to this new college students, causing them
obsession, which would be to to put off homework while
communicate with people you they perfect their, profiles, and
know, used to know and in ignore deadlines as they search
the network for cute strangers.
some cases want to know.
“So enticing is the
“It’s
basically
a
yearbook of everyone, and is network that many students
updated by the people part of spend hours each day
it,” says senior Mark Granger, roaming its online halls,” says
who thinks Facebook is “kinda Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
writer Megan Twohey.
cool, but also kinda creepy.”

online profiles for themselves
since it became available to
Olivet in May. While some
have done it for practical
purposes, others admit to a
variety of driving forces behind
their Facebook obsession.
Such purposes that
drive most addicted students
to join the bandwagon might
be the legal outlet to stalk, a
new source of procrastination
or simply the idea that it’s the
“cool” thing to do.

Sophomore
What was
Joe Muliken
Seven signs vouYe addicted
launched to
reflects on
1
.You
race
back
from
class
to
see
how
many
friend
invites
you’ve
the public
his Facebook
on Feb. 4, accumulated.
obsession
2004 by 2. You bought a digital camera just so you can update your picture a n d
H a r v a r d more often.
c o mme n t s ,
s t u d e n t 3. There’s an ongoing conversation on your wall with someone you “Even at 3
don’t even know
M a r k
a.m. when
4.
You
rely
on
the
birthday
reminders
for
your
closest
friends.
Zuckerberg
everyone else
5. You spend hours editing your profile in attempts to appear as cool is asleep I get
was
an
attempt to as possible
on Facebook
6.
You
recognize
people
around
campus
by
their
profile
picture
and
connect
and it’s like
f e l l o w are aware of their relationship status without asking them.
hanging out
students on 7. You’ve been “poked” in the last 24 hours
with all my
the Boston
friends!”
campus
Wi t h
through a
the direction
And yet some have it’s taken so far, Facebook
social network.
Less than two' years declined the protests of their seems to have the potential to
later, the network currently addicted friends in attempts to open a whole new aspect of
includes 1,500 campuses with remain sane.
online relationships. Just as
According
to instant messenger has aided
more than 4 million . users.
Zuckerberg and three others roommate’s name, “It’s a in several Olivet “hook-ups,”
operate the network, and come stalker’s paradise, I don’t want Facebook has the potential to
across as a goofy group of to get caught up in it or I’d do the same.
guys who are laidback and in never get anything done.”
Similar to online
She, like many others chatting and websites such
it to have fun.
Even they admit to has abstained from joining the as MySpace and Xanga,
adding the option to “poke” as craze, and yet more than 1,500 Facebook allows students
an open ended accessory that Olivet students have created to communicate and share

K c rtt/ IV IO U S Q

information via the Internet.
While everyone takes this
freedom to their own extreme,
the possibilities are endless.
So in theory, if you’re
sick of being single, you no
longer have an excuse. With
the option to double click on
one’s relationship status you
can discover every student
listed who’s single as well. You
can then scroll through their
profiles in a matter of minutes,
check out their picture and
in an instant develop a new
crush. Before long they’ll be
poking you back, and if it’s in
God’s plan, you’ll be married
next year!
While Facebook is not
everyone’s destined meeting
grounds, some can relate to the
moment they fell in love with
their significant others profile.
When asked if a series
of dates that originated from
Facebook alone was as genuine
as any other, an anonymous
source commented, “Yes,
we get along really well.
However, I don’t know that
I’d want to marry him and end
up telling our kids we met on
Facebook!”
So whether you’re
looking for friendship or
random play, if you’ve ever
spotted a certain someone
across campus, rushed back
to your room to search them
on Facebook you know what
I’m talking about and are able
to relate to this widespread
phenomenon that’s taken over
our campus, and our lives.

by D avid M oore
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Univeraity o f San Pramiaco
Un iv-crony e f Senihora Calsiornla Boaber Schedi o f Uslu^ation
Un*v*?raisy e f Southern C» hiérala. Annenherg Schooí h»r Cemmueíeatien
University ofSonther» CaUibrnia. I#*ventlud Sí’hotd el' <\eeoenii»g
Univerait y efSt>«th«?rn Caítbsmia. Hehnel e f S edal We^t
Unévermty o f Se. Thomaa. F n íliim e M R \ Program
U»sveraity e f Tbxa# Scsuthueater« Graduate Scheol o f Hhsmeáteal Seènne*
Uttivcraity e f *l\ilaa Graduate Sehool
Univ«»raity o f Washington’#IKvatta School *sfPublic A ssira
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Co«sponsors:
University of Illinois a t Chicago, 'Northwestern University, DePanl University,
Northeastern Illinois University, Illinois Institute of Technology, Bradley University,
Roosevelt University, North Park University, Loyola University Chicago,
Concordia University, St. Francis University, Olivet Nazarene University,
and the University of Illinois Alumni Career Center.
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Do you have any arts & entertainment news?

A&E

Email Olivia Hodges at ohoges@olivet.edu with any informa
tion about your band or art exhibition.
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CMC students polish music skills
By Elizab eth Streig h t
Special to the GlimmerGlass

College students from
Florida to California converged
on the island of Martha’s Vine
yard this semester to pursue
life as a rock star or a music
business big wig.

* Thompson, a senior
Caribbean native, also hopes
to enhance her style, which she
characterizes as lyrics written
from the heart and accompa
nied by rhythmic hooks.
Czechowicz, a senior
from Racine, Wis., also looks

Ju n io r Lisa D enault sing s d uring a p erform ance at CM C.

Olivet’s own Lisa
Denault, Bianca Thompson,
and Lindsey Czechowicz are
among a select group of stu
dents chosen to take part in the
Council for Christian Colleges
& University’s off-campus
program at the Contemporary
Music Center.
Denault, a junior from
Kankakee, went to the CMC
to explore her personal musi
cal style and now finds herself
leaning towards a mix of folk
and soul.
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to pursue her own unique style
of acoustic-driven Folk/Rock
supportive of her smooth, me
lodic vocals.
“I want my music to
give people hope during the
tough times in life,” Czechow

icz said.
• The CMC is the na
tion’s only artists’ community
dedicated to the making and
marketing of contemporary
music. It offers classes and
hands-on experience in song
writing, recording, perform
ing, artist management and
marketing.
Under the direction
of Professor Warren Pettit and
music industry veteran Tom
Willett (Epic Records/Sony
Music, Word Records), the
CMC offers students the use of
four recording studios, music
business offices and state-ofthe-art equipment all housed
on a 21-acre wooded property
in the center of one of New
England’s, most exclusive va
cation destinations.
“I am excited about
the opportunity to develop
my musical style, find my
strengths and weaknesses, and
dive into the art of songwrit
ing, recording and performing
during my time at the Contem
porary Music Center,” Denault
said.„
Outside of class, De
nault, Thompson and Czech»wicz split their time between
the songwriting studios, re
hearsal rooms, and main stu
dio, as well as various social
activities.
“It is beautiful, lov
ing and fun here with a whole
lot of craziness intertwined,”
Thompson said. “What more
could a girl ask for?”
All three artists have
already performed at the

Senio r Lind sey C zecho w icz is one o f th ree O livet stu
d ents at M artha's V ineyard th is sem ester.

CMC’s Bam Studio Complex,
and will be appearing in vari
ous clubs, theatres and church
es throughout the semester.
When not on stage,
each student is in the studio
writing and recording mate
rial for an upcoming album
and single to be released on a
forthcoming compilation al
bum on the New England indie
label, 450 Records.
“I am blown away by

the authenticity of the people
here at the CMC,” Czechowicz
said. “It’s so great to be a part
of a community which is more
concerned with showing their
love of Jesus through their ac
tions than simply observing
the dos and don’ts of Christi
anity.”
Elizabeth Streight, a
senior at MidAmerica Nazarene University, is participat
ing in the CMC this fall.

New TY G R staff enthusiastic
By O livia Hodges
A&E editor

TYGR, Olivet’s art and
literary magazine, is hoping to
create an outstanding publi
cation with new leadership, a
stronger staff and more public
ity.
Though TYGR has
been showcasing art, poetry,
essays, fiction and short stories
submitted by Olivet students
for over ten years, co-editor
Emily Benson, a sophomore,
said a main goal for this year’s
publication is to increase
awareness.
“Nobody really knows
about TYGR, except for the
people who contribute to it,”
Benson said. “We are trying to
make it a priority to publicize
and get the word out about this
great publication.” .

Thus far, initial efforts
by Benson and co-editor Jona
than Swigart, also a sopho
more, have been successful.
Initially
presented
with five potential staff mem
bers who applied from hearing
about the positions via word of
mouth or ‘Tiger Talk,” Ben
son and Swigart decided to
post flyers around campus to
encourage more students to
apply.
“The response has
been overwhelming,” Benson
said. “Initially, we had so few
applicants, but after posting
the flyers, we had at least 25
people express interest.”
Though Benson and
Swigart were both pleased
with the number of students
who expressed interest, the
response did result in some

problems.
“We had a lot of peo
ple who applied for the exact
same positions,” Benson said.
“There were definitely certain
positions that were more pop
ular than others.”
In the end, however,
Benson and Swigart assembled
a staff of 16, more than double
the staff of last year’s publica
tion.
Positions include: five
section editors, copy editors,
art editors and evaluators, and
students responsible for read
ing submissions and evaluat
ing the work, as well as people
responsible for the layout and
design of the publication.
“I think we’ll have
a great staff,” Benson said.
“We’ve had such a great re
sponse, and I think it is go-

ing to be an excellent year for
TYGRT
TYGR is tentatively
scheduled to be published in
April, though submissions are
already being accepted.
Submitters have tradi
tionally been from English or
art major fields, but any Olivet
student is encouraged to sub
mit work.
“I ’m hoping we can
get a strong student represen
tation in the submissions area,”
Swigart said.
Work in the catego
ries of essay, poetry, fiction or
short story can be submitted in
triplicate to Benson at Olivet
mailbox 6333 or Swigart at
box 8564 until Nov. 22. Di
rections for submitting pho
tography and paintings will be
made available at a later date.

SPIRITUAL LIFE

We live by faith, not by sight.
2 Corinthians 5:7
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Students renovate family center
ONU students travel to Indiana to aid in the rebuilding o f a local community center
By Rachel Buller
Spiritual Life writer

A revival began
stirring among Olivet students
long before revival week
officially started. On the
morning of Saturday, Sept. 17,
35 barely-acquainted ONU
students trekked the 45-minute
drive to Hammond, Ind. for a
short-term mission trip.
When Olivet student
Katie Michels first decided
to organize a mission trip
with friends last April, she
didn’t anticipate the direction
God would lead. Of the four
churches she called in early
August,
three
cancelled,
leaving Our Family Center
available only the weekend
before revival.
With the sophomore
class president and chaplain in
tow, a few cars and even less
sleep, the group explored its
assignment fixing up a worn
community building vacant
for the past six years.
An initiative of the
Northwest Indiana District
Church of the Nazarene, Our
Family Center, directed by
Todd and Raquel Forest, is now
open to the public, offering
services such as educational
assistance, substance abuse
counseling, parenting classes,
and support groups to the
Hammond community.
The
Forests
immediately put the crew
to work, assigning tasks

such as tiling bathroom
floors,
organizing
office
space, soundproofing walls,
landscaping, painting the
future youth room, assembling
television units, constructing

and her husband a year to
complete. The previously
rundown church building soon
transformed into a ready-touse community center.
For Amanda Haymaker and

cooking and cleaning.
Along with the rest of
the group, they put in 12-hour
days, working into the wee
hours of the morning.
Sophomore
class

ONU stu d en t vo lu nteers stop fo r a p icture afte r co m pleting renovations on th e O ur
Fam ily C enter co m m unity b u iild irig in H am m ond, Ind.

doorways, and, for many of the
male students, even chiseling
cement.
According to Raquel
Forest, what ONU students
completed in one weekend
would have easily taken her

Michelle Ticknor, however,
service came in a different way.
While the others worked in the
center, Haymaker and Ticknor
assisted in the parsonage
by baby-sitting the Forest’s
children,
doing
laundry,

president Tim Taylor notes that
having neither showers nor
beds had minimal effect on the
group’s ability to accomplish
work.
“It was amazing to
see what God can do with

24-7 Prayer launched
By Emily Davis
Spiritual Life writer

This
fall,
Prayer
Warriors and the Spiritual
Life council will launch 24-7
Prayer for the ONU students
and campus.
The 24-7
Prayer
program is led by Olivet junior
Emily Minnis, who hopes that
it will spark revival and unity
within the student body.
“I feel this program
is about more than praying
all the time. I believe prayer
has real power ... and it can
cause change and unify us as a
student body,” Minnis said.
Students can volunteer
just 15 minutes out of their
week to devote to the
247 prayer program; however,
it is stressed that those that
make the commitment follow

through and truly fill their time
with prayer.
Currently, only 134
of the 672 slots available have
been filled, so organizers are
urging all ONU students to
seriously consider devoting
the small time commitment to
pray for the students, faculty,
staff and atmosphere of the

location, though organizers
suggest using facilities like
Keiley Prayer Chapel.
Students involved in
the prayer program are also
encouraged not to miss chapel
services and Sunday morning
services even those these times
are available for those that
wish to pray at these specific
times. Organizers encourage
"Be joyful always; students to participate in
offered services but maintain a
pray continually...n prayerful atttude throughout.
Interested students can
» 1 THESSELONIANS
sign up at Ludwig Information
Desk and should begin their
5:16-17 (NIV)
prayer as their time occurs
after signing up.
Olivet campus.
For more information ’
The program has been contact Emily Minnis at
organized on the honor system eminnis@olivet.edu.
and does not require that
students pray in any specific

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
81S-92SM866
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three hours of sleep and a little
effort,’’said Matt Bowman, a
recent transfer from Mount
Vernon Nazarene University.
“The
friendships
were
constructive in the rebuilding
of my faith. I was able to
express my faith through the
simple task of helping others
out.”
Later that night, the
group gathered for worship
led by Bryan Ball and Amy
Slonecker. Sophomore class
chaplain Scott McConnell
spoke on the importance of
listening to God, reaffirming
the crew’s unofficial theme,
“Expect the unexpected.”
Trip organizer Michels
saw service in a new light as
she worked alongside fellow,
Christian peers.
“I felt so privileged to
get to serve with these 34 other
people,” she said. “It was so
neat to see people worshipping
[in song] while they were
scrubbing the floor.”
Ball
agrees
the
experience was a life-changing
start to the academic year.
“God
definitely'
blessed us with a heart o f
service. His spirit was moving
especially with the upcoming
week being revival. I’d like to
see our group take this to other
places.”
For updates on upcoming
mission trips contact Katie
Michels at extension at 7882.

It Right!*

Hours:
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The crucible of existence
One Olivet student reflects on fin d in g meaning in fa ith in a world searching fo r purpose
By Wes Hall

we strive to dispel lead to an
ever deepening downward
spiral into a reality we cannot
Our daily living is define or control. The result
saturated in the tides Qfchange. • is a sense of alienation and
To look across the human
expanse is to stare into an
unprecedented transformation
of life, Social, cultural, and
political
landscapes
are
quickly being re-drawn by the
phenomenaofdemocratization,
technological advancement,
and economic globalization.
Intended to promote equality,
increase the standard of living,
and develop an equitable world
community, these phenomena
are just some of the man-made
solutions to a problematic
existence that defies simplistic
answers.
However,
in
the
midst of this restructuring, the
plagues of humankind do not
seem to decrease. For example,
disparate poverty devastates groundlessness. Humankind
the Global South, AIDS defiles is desperately seeking a sense
the African continent, and war of purpose that no ideology or
hangs over the Middle East. system can offer.
Olivet students must
It seems that the problems
Spiritual Life writer

realize the gravity of the
situation. One question will
confront us, either in the
present or in the future, when
the crucible of existence

"Sadly, we have
discovered our in
ability to manipu
late our world, and
resultantly, have
lost our sense of
meaning. Mean
ing is only found in
faith."
»W ES HALL

grinds us to our foundational
substance. The question is
this: what gives my life a sense
of meaning and value? In other
words, what protects me from

the purposelessness of the
present age, and resultantly,
from a life of ambiguity,
alienation, and despair?
One of the greatest
tragedies of modem history
has been the secularization of
our existence. Frustrated by
the immensity of the cosmos
and driven by the ancient will
to rebel against the natural
order established by God, man
defined existence in a manner
that ignored His goodness,
laying the power of control
in the hands of humankind.
Sadly, we have discovered
our inability to manipulate our
world, and subsequently, have
lost our sense of meaning.
Meaning is only found in
faith.
Hebrews 1-1:1 says that
“faith is being sure of what we
hope for and certain of what we
do not see.” Faith, in its earliest
stages, is a shaky conviction,
a confidence that places us
in a tension between what is
certain and what is uncertain,

what is truè and what is false.
For the Christian, faith is the
belief that Jesus Christ is the
Son of God, who lived, died
and was resurrected. This faith
in Christ grounds us in a reality
defined by His existence.
. For faith to provide
meaning, the Christian must
allow it to define every
aspect of his or her life. It
must be the definitive factor
in the choices made, in the
character displayed, and in
the perspective used to engage
the world. The process of
an active faith in Christ will
lead to a confidence in His
revelatory grace, a transformed
understanding of the present,
and a désiré to participate in
the restorative work of the
Kingdom of God. Essentially,
active faith leads to a sense of
our reality in the midst of the
divine—an understanding that
our realities are shaped and
formed by the salvation of God
through his son Christ Jesus.

New direction for Lifesong ministry
By Nicholas Forneris
Spiritual Life writer

Despite
a
lower
audition turnout, Lifesong,
one of Olivet’s most active
ministries, is starting its new
season.with hopes of spreading
the word of the Gospel through
song to various churches
within the Olivet district.
With little more than
40 students signed up for
Lifesong, new director Aaron
Grise is looking forward to
spreading the word of Jesus
with his seven newly created
groups.
Applicants had to
audition for their places. Two
nights of vocal auditions
were held on Wednesday and
Thursday nights, while one
night of instrumental auditions
was held the previous Tuesday
night.
“I’m trying- to cut
as few people as possible
because it’s not about musical
eliteness,” Grise said. “The
objective is to get everyone
in a group that is talented
enough, and that doesn’t mean
superstar or American Idol by
any means.”

“Our schedule is not will cater our schedule to the
meet two to three times a week
to prepare acts they will later, set in stone,” she said. “We abilities of our ministry.”
perform at various churches
within the Olivet district, which
encompasses the states of
U N IV E R S IT Y O F S T .T H O M A S
Illinois, Michigan, Indiana and
SC H O O LjO F LAW
Wisconsin. In addition to the
»
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I
extensive traveling ministry,
Lifesong members also attend
a retreat and perform a concert
of the year.
"Being a leader this at the endThis
year there are
year, I hope to be in seven groups opposed to the
volved with a group eight or ten groups that have
been assembled in the past..
that works well to
“The audition groups
DECEM BER 3 1 ,2 0 0 5
gether and that will have traditionally set up tables
throughout the week in Ludwig
have an impact on for people to sign up, and that
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year for Lifesong.”
The numbers have
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»JANNESSA SMITH
not fazed new group leaders,
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the task at hand.
“Being a leader this
year, I hope to be involved
commitment out of any of
with a group that works well
U n iv e r s it y ^ S t.T m om as
the other ministries as far as
together and that will have
travel goes. ... There is also
« f ÍMW
an impact on peoples lives,”
a lot of preparation in getting
MSI.
13«.
I
«
»
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Am
sophomore
group
leader
something to sound just right,
ìflMMiagsMitK MS! f SfOS
Jennessa Smith said.
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to sound good,” Grise said.
As far as numbers go,
t
«
»
$2S«éS»$» K»».
During
the
fall
Smith is not concerned.
tm
m
semester, Lifesong members

Now that the auditions
have been held and the final
cuts made, the 46 who have
been chosen look forward to
participating in one of the most
commitment-based ministries
on the campus.
“It takes the most
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Women’s tennis ends year
on six-match win streak

GAMES
H o m e E v e n ts

10/7-10/21

FOOTBALL
10/15

St. Xavier (III.) 6:00

VOLLEYBALL
10/14-10/15
Olivet Nazarene Open

MEN'S SOCCER

Freshm en Lily G onzalez and M ichelle R itter co ng ratulate each o ther afte r a d oubles m atch th is season. Freshm en
m ade large co n trib u tio n s to the w om ens ten n is squad all seaso n .Th e Tig ers ended th e season 6-1.
By S. Saathoff, J. Street
Sports writers

After losing their
first match to No. 13 Indiana
Wesleyan 5-4 on Aug. 27, the
Olivet women’s tennis team
has put together a remarkable
season.
Coming into the sea
son, the Tigers weren’t sure
what to expect with only four
returning players from last
season. The new squad con
sisted of eight freshmen and
one transfer student, four of
whom earned starting spots in
the Tiger line-up.
In past seasons, the
Tigers have struggled to gain
much success against power
house Indiana Wesleyan, but
the Tigers’ combination of se
nior leadership, chemistry and
overall talent led to a much
closer match than the ones in
past seasons.
“This year when we
only lost by one to Indiana
Wesleyan, I knew right then

that this was going to be a suc
cessful team,” senior Joy Gar
cia said.
Even in Garcia’s ear
ly high hopes for the season,
it was doubtful that anyone
would have guessed that the
Tigers would fail to lose an
other match for the duration of
the season.
Nearly two weeks
ago, in their last match of the
season, the Tigers defeated the
University of St. Francis (111.)
to continue a six-match un
beaten streak and bring their
record to an impressive 6-1
mark for the season.
“These girls are much
stronger this year,” said head
coach Obie Coomer.
The Tigers’ last match
versus Illinois Wesleyan was
rained out, and both would-be
opponents, Lewis University
and Robert Morris College,
failed to reschedule.
“Teams don’t want
that kind of competition,”
Coomer added.

That kind of compe
tition that the coach is speak
ing of is the type of talent that
gave the Tigers a two-month
winning streak, in which the
Tigers only had two close
matches.
“We have some great
senior leadership with Aman
da Savage, Allison Fry, and
Joy Garcia, who are great
teammates and leaders,” said
Coomer.
“Freshmen have con
tributed, too,” Coomer said,
naming Jade Stanlick, Jen
nifer Ramsay, Lily Gonzalez,
and Michelle Ritter, “most of
whom didn’t lose a match all
year.”
“I felt like we had
a good chemistry within the
team on and off the court this
year, and I think that played a
large role in our success,” said
Garcia.
“Another big part of
our success was Coach Coom
er doing such a great job re
cruiting and coaching.”

What to watch for next time:

Though the Tigers
will miss the four seniors who
played such a large role in the
team’s success, the returning
team will be back on the court
in the spring to hone their skills
for next year.
While
this
team
formed a strong bond and
found a successful combina
tion of players which led to
such an outstanding record,
the returning players will have
gained valued experience and
a large sum of confidence for
the seasons to come.
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Stingy defense helps the
Tigers get back on track

D efensive back Ju stin Carm ean breaks up a pass in a hom e gam e e arlier th is year.
By Jim m y Street
Sports editor

Last weekend the
football team regained early
season form and found their
'stride, ending a two-game los
ing streak in impressive fash
ion.
Taking advantage of
turnovers proved to be the key
to the victory Saturday night
as the Tigers (3-2, 1-0) defeat
ed Trinity International Uni
versity (111.) (1-3, 0-1), 33-6 at
Ward Field.
Just five minutes into
the game, running back Billy
Lawrence broke free for a 41yard touchdown run to get the
offense rolling and from there

the Tigers would do nothing
but continue to pick up steam,
keeping the lead and rolling
over Trinity from that point
forward.
Defensively, the Ti
gers completely negated the
rushing attack of Trinity. The
stingy Olivet defense held the
Trojans to negative 25 yards
on 36 rushing attempts.
The defense kept the
ball in the hands of the Olivet
offense by earning five take
aways, one interception and
four fumble recoveries. Three
of those takeaways led to Oliv
et scores.
The first fumble recov
ery landed the Olivet offense

inside-,the Trinity 10-yard line,
and it took senior quarterback
Joe Boseo just one play to con
nect with Ryan Walker on a 7yard touchdown pass.
After the Boseo/Walker touchdown hook-up, Olivet
kicker Matt Soulia converted
on a field goal, and the Tiger
defense forced a safety to give
Olivet a 19.-0 halftime lead.
Seven minutes into
the second half, Boseo threw
his second touchdown of the
game on a 56-yard completion
to tight end Kevin Jones.
Linebacker
Jeremy
Robinson was a menace to the
Trojan offense, recovering two
fumbles and picking off quar
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terback Ryan Thorson.
Junior Chris Bjorkland also picked up a fumble,
and freshman Donte Carr
OOTBALL
swiped the last Trojan drop
and returned it 17-yards for a
Urbana (Ohio)
L 17-19
touchdown.
rinity IntT Univ. (III.) W 33-6
“As a team, we domi
nated like we were supposed
to,” Robinson said. “The de
fense played amazing and kept VOLLEYBALL
giving the offense the ball
back so that we could run up Best of the Best Tournament
the score.”
(Fort Wayne, Ind.)
The Tigers' only de
fensive blemish came after a Cornerstone (Mich.) . L1-3
fumble landed the Trojans on Cedarville Univ. (Ohio) L 2-3
rinity Int'l Univ. (III.) W 3-0
the Olivet 6-yard line early in
Mt.
Vernon Naz. (Ohio) W 3the fourth quarter. Thorson ran
five yards for a touchdown on
W3-0
Robert Morris
the second play of the short
drive, to ruin the Tigers’ hopes
Holiday Inn Express Tourn
of a shutout.
@ Olivet
Eric Peterson and Joey
Lochner led the Tiger defense Waldorf (Iowa)
W 3W 3-i
with eight tackles each, and Missouri Valley
William
Penn
(Iowa)
W 3-0
Peterson also picked up a sack.
William
Jewell
(Mo.)
W 3Dan Walker added two more
sacks while Andy Kizzee,
Richard Pinkowski and Rob
inson each pitched in one sack MEN'S SOCCER
apiece.
Robert Morris W 2-1 (OT)
Boseo led the Tiger
Eastern Illinois
L 0air-attack, throwing for 182
Cardinal
Stritch
(Wise.)
L0-'
yards and two touchdowns on
15-26 passing.
The Tigers will be
back in action this Saturday WOMEN'S SOCCER
when they travel to Iowa Wes
L0-2
leyan for a 1:00 kickoff. Iowa Ferris St. (Mich.)
L0-1
Wesleyan has dropped their @ Robert Morris
L0-3
past two games by a combined @ McKendree
WTO
Cardinal
Stritdi
(Wise)
score of 102-7.

MEN'S XC
Augustana Coll. GII*) Invftationa
Ninth Place

WOMEN'S XC
Augustana Coll. GII.) Invitatura
First Place

GOLF
Univ.ofSt Francis Invitational
Fourth Place

Scores courtesy of
olivet.edu/athletics
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BUCKNER:
‘BATTLING MIDDLE-CLASS LIFESTYLE'
CONTINUEDFROMPAGE 12

C

Unfortunately, it has
been my observation that far
too many believers live the
middle-class lifestyle, but
have yet to obtain middle class
status. This is evidenced by the
abundance of “Transferring
Debt into Wealth” seminars
being hosted by churches.
A Christian radio station in
Chicago, 102.3 FM, broadcasts
a multitude of programs
dedicated to Chapter Thirteen
bankruptcy and various other
get-out-of-debt
programs.
I’ve talked to many Christians
who have a nice house and two
new cars, but must work on
Wednesday nights and some
on Sunday mornings in order
to keep their heads above
water.
As
a
sociology
student I am innately curious
about what has caused this
phenomenon. I acknowledge
there are obvious factors
affecting the church from the
outside. However, I am more
concerned with what is going

covet beyond their means.
There are three observations I
have made.
The first observation
- and the issue that is most
detrimental to the body of
Christ - is the arrogant and
gaudy preacher. I think it is
important for the world to see
the kingdom in all its glory, and
I agree that God desires for His
people to have the best. I also
believe, though, that it is our
responsibility to be modest. I
don’t have issues with a pastor
wearing a $1,500 suit, but I do
have a problem if he mentions
it every opportunity he has.
Certain pastors have reached a
plateau in which a private jet
is necessary, but there is no
need to mention the jet every
Sunday. I think this creates
a mindset of materialism in
churches, causing Christians
to feel as though the major way
in which God blesses people
is through material goods.
Nothing could be further from
the truth. Some of the most
important blessings in life do
"Some of the most not have any price tag attached
to them.
important bless
The
second
observation
relates
to
pastors!
ings in life do not
use of personal and church
have any price tag funds. I ' personally served
attached to them." under a pastor who purchased
stolen goods to remodel his
house. He then bragged from
» COREY BUCKNER
the pulpit about how God
FORUM WRITER
had blessed him to be able
to affordably remodel their
basement. Furthermore, there
on inside the body of Christ are pastors who use church
that is causing Christians to funds to purchase elaborate

homes and expensive cars
while the church is still
renting a hotel room to hold
their services. These practices
serve as terrible examples for
members to follow. It is no
wonder to me why there are so
many church members scraping
together every resource they.

"Church members
[are] scraping to
gether every re
source they have
to purchase ...the
illusion of a middle
class status."
» COREY BUCKNER
FORUM WRITER

have to purchase overpriced,
gaudy, material showpieces to
create the illusion of a middle
class status.
A third observation is
the way in which the “name
it and claim it” message is
being taught. Yes, I certainly
believe that we can have
whatever we claim, but unless
God also desires for us to have
something, it is not beneficial.
In this regard, I have seen
Christians begin. claiming a
new car, go to the car lot, shop
around from place to place, pull
resources from all other areas
of the budget and .walk away
with a car note they cannot
afford. I believe it is essential
that before God gives us what
is desired in our heart we first

let Him place His desire for us
into our heart.
As it is with all good
things, with potential comes
the lure of temptation. As
we begin entering into the
marketplace we need to be
attentive to the role models
we adhere to; especially those
from within the body of Christ.
As God rewards our hard work
through granted prosperity,
225.000

200.000
175.000
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our economy, structured by
modesty, comfort, hard work
and success. This sometimes
transitory,
sometimes
permanent standard of living
that many of us will be entering
upon graduation is the thread
by which the delicate balance
between the rich and the poor
is held together. It is this group
of budding superstars - thosfe
desperately struggling to stay
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it is our responsibility to
remain honest in our financial
dealings and modest in our
acquisition of material goods.
Doing this allows for a greater
opportunity to obtain middle
class status, not just a middleclass lifestyle façade.
The middle class in
America is the backbone of

where they are and those who
are content with being called
middle class - that saves
this country from economic
ruin. It is the bridge of hope
between the rich and the poor,
the battlefield on which those
bom with nothing fight to
obtain much.

CLARK: ‘UPWARD BOUND?’

<CONTINUEDFROMPAGE 12

To expound on one
factor that hits close to home
for many of us, the rising cost
in education has created both
direct and indirect effects
contributing to a stagnant
middle class. The direct
effect of rising costs for
college education is seen on
the dollar amounts - or lack
thereof - of the middle class’
income. Higher tuition usually
translates to either more loans
and therefore greater debt for
the middle class, or a resolve
to postpone college education.
Unfortunately,
the
latter resolve can be more
detrimental in the long run
for someone trying to climb
up another rung on the ladder
of success. Education is

mm
gold in modem day society
and compromising it is
almost a resolve to become
economically
downward
bound.
Health care costs not
covered by an individual’s job,,
compounded by day care costs
for kids that neither spouse
can afford to stay home with,
only add to what seems to be
a running theme of “kick ‘em
while they’re down,” as the
Center for American Progress
put it in one 2004 article.
Empathy for those
stuck on the middle of the
ladder (or. about to slip down
a few mngs) is a good start
for understanding the need for
better support of the middle
class. I in no way mean to

slight the cause of the poor
by advocating the cause of the
middle class. What I do mean
to do, though, is to stress the
importance of sustaining our
middle class. Not for the sake
of having a happy, mediocre
medium, but rather for the sake
of sustaining what is largely
recognized as the backbone of
this land of the free.
Unless the need for a
stronger, foundation beneath
the American middle class is
realized and upward social
mobility is allowed for,
economic insecurity is, as the
Center for American Progress
put it, “here to stay.”
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Middle C lass: bridging poverty and prosperity
Middle-class America: while an ideal for some, it is purgatoryfo r others. Whether something to attain or a status to escape,
middle class America is on the minds o f policy makers and American citizens alike. U.S. Census Bureau statistics revealing
rising poverty rates and an unchanging median fam ily income indicate stagnant job growth and wages for this majority
American working class. What does middle class look like, and how does the middle class see itself? Students respond.
By Corey Buckner
Forum w riter

What
constitutes
middle class status in the
United States of America?
A simple observation of this
demographic reveals striking
images, some more vivid
and familiar than others. An
elderly man who leaves home
before sunrise, returning
shortly after sunset and is
draped in oil-stained boots,
jeans and a’denim top. The
trademark of rough textured
palms, dirt and grime under
fingernails, symbolizing a hard
working nature. Then there’s
the cubicle dwellers fighting
traffic in their economy cars,
slaving away day and night
at the beck and call of their
bosses. As each day passes
they stare longingly at the glass
ceiling desperately hoping to
be invited up.
Opposite of these
examples are family men
who have reckoned within
themselves that they will
never vacation in Paris and
are truly content with taking
their wives and children to the
annual caramel apple festival.
There are women who are
content with minivans and
find joy loading them up with
kids, bound for an afternoon at
Chuck E. Cheese’s. For some,
a nice house with a garage
(containing one new car and
one used), a gated backyard
and an annual family vacation
is more than enough- For
others, the middle class is a
form of purgatory, straddling
them between the glitz and
glamour of upper-class society
and the realization that they
are only two paychecks away
from skid row. For others still,
the middle class is nothing

more than a façade, a house of
lies built on a constant cycle
of debt and bankruptcy. It is
a lifestyle that is realistically
out of their reach, but having
learned to rob Peter to pay Paul
just enough to continue this
cycle of lies and deceit, they
willingly maintain it anyway.
There is an important
distinction between middle
class as a status and the
middle-class lifestyle. The
addition of a hyphen in the
latter is no mistake; even
grammar accounts for the
difference between the noun
middle class and the use of
middle-class as an adjective
to describe a state of bëing.
For the sake of clarification,
I’ll apply my own working
definitions for either form of
the word. Middle class status
is a standard of living in which
a household is financially
comfortable with both the

needs met and has obtained they have and also have time middle-class lifestyle, but not
desired goods like a third car or and energy to enjoy what they •middle class status. I hope
maybe a boat would be middle work for. Another household that as ONU students we will'
class if neither of the parents with the same material goods, achieve both the middle-class
had to work an excessive but with parents who must work lifestyle and middle class
number of hours (50 or more) extended hours on multiple status.
per week in order to maintain jobs in order to maintain that
See BUCKNER> PAGE 11
that lifestyle. That means they standard of living will, in my
can comfortably afford what opinion, have reached the

"There is an impor
tant distinction...
between middle
class as a status
and the middleclass lifestyle."
» COREY BUCKNER
FORUM WRITER

ability to meet basic needs and
acquire desired goods, but not
in extreme excess. The middleclass lifestyle is an approach
portraying a middle class
status regardless of comfort.
The difference between the
two is the issue of comfort and
a hyphen.
A household in which
the family has all their basic
Chris Gibson / Staff

Social mobility in the land of the free
By Niki Clark
According to statistics
from the 2000 U.S. Census, the
In the land of the free, increase of Americans living in
equal opportunity to climb poverty was in part a result of
the ladder of success has been the bottom of the middle class
something of an unofficial falling down a rung, having
creed for America the little to no means to climb the
Beautiful. Running contrary ladder of success.
The average middleto this staple American ideal,
class
American
family from
though, are statistics revealing
a decline in social mobility, our parents’ generation found
particularly among the middle it sufficient to make a living
off of a single breadwinner.
class.
Forum w riter

Today, middle-class families
facing health care costs, rent
and rising college tuition
(with lower amounts of federal
funding to pay for it) are lucky
to make ends meet under
two hardworking spouses.
Budgeting every last penny for
immediate needs, middle-class
families are left with little to no
savings, a joke of a retirement
plan and crossed fingers,
hoping nothing unforeseen

and detrimental happens to
their finances.
The middle class could
be criticized for spending
beyond their means, falling
into dead end credit card debt
or simply becoming addicted
to mediocrity. But according to
a new book, The Two-Income
Trap by Elizabeth Warren, the
average family of four spends
21 percent less on clothes and
22 percent less on food than a

similar family did a generation
ago; do-or-die essentials are
taking the place of modest
luxuries. Pick-yourself-up-bythe-bootstraps theories aside,
there are external factors that
glue members of the middle
class in place, or worse yet,
discourage their ability to
become economically upward
bound.
See CLARIO PAGE 11

